Summitting Mount Kilimanjaro’s
19,341 feet gave Mozella Perry Ademiluyi
an extreme real-world experience.
She left the mountain with unique and powerful
insights on how to help her clients step into
empowered action, achieve opportunities and
overcome obstacles. Believing that mountains
and nature are master teachers of critical life
lessons, Mozella borrows from her mountain top
experiences to offer individuals, leaders, and
teams a transformative approach to reaching
their goals. Her fresh, creative, and inspired
trainings offer practical tools for building a
united purpose, exceptional leadership, and
extraordinary results. She emboldens others to
combine decisive, competent action with the
powers of thought, imagination, and inspiration.

In Mozella’s keynotes, breakout sessions,
workshops, and executive retreats,
she helps professional women rise to
the challenge.

Topics and Programs Include:
IT TAKES A TEAM TO CLIMB A MOUNTAIN™
– Communication and Collaboration for 		
Goal Achievement
IMAGINE FIRST™ – Learn to Focus on Your
Heart-Aligned Vision of Success
CHOOSE YOUR BOOTS™ – Take on
Monumental Tasks with the Right Tools
THE PRACTICE OF LIFE™ – A 12-week worklife training program for professional women
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Now, an engaging and sought-after global
speaker, author, and poet, Mozella Perry
Ademiluyi earned her undergraduate and law
degrees from Howard University. She is a member
of the Bars of the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals, the Supreme Court of Nigeria, and is
licensed to practice before the United States Court
of International Trade. A highly respected, former
international attorney, Mozella works with women
leaders who are facing today’s unique challenges.
She helps them to make sustainable work-life
choices and achieve balance for themselves and
their teams.

What Others are Saying:
“The Practice of Life is a timely solution for the
challenges facing today’s professional women.
Mozella has a special gift for guiding women
through difficult conversations and helping them
activate their individual call to action, creating
sustainable changes in their personal and
professional lives.”
Susan Jones,
Attorney at Law, Professor of Clinical Law,
George Washington University Law School
“Not only do you have the ability to unwrap people’s
hearts, but also to effortlessly realign them with
their purpose, helping them reveal their clarity of
vision and reawaken their faith in themselves.”
Vladimir Mladjenovic, Director/Founder at
Tomorrow People Organization, Belgrade, Serbia

Contact Mozella:

info@mountainpeakstrategies.com

mountainpeakstrategies.com

